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Accumulations
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Accumulation

Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
Accumulation
accumulation
ATM

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L171000 - Large box, with several thousand stamps, both loose and on fragment, mainly European area, although
many repeated, noticed also stamps the classical or semi-classical period, a large blocks lot, all different, that alone is
worth the price, some nice pieces of postal history and stockcardstock first day, the gross weight of 1 kg, box
included. A large number of fun! The photo is only illustrative of the lot. Lot always available, even in multiple
kilogram.
L182436 - Accumulation with: miniature blocks, complete sets new * / ** and used and FDC UN 1990s and Swiss
stamps with extensive repetitions, two stockbooks and a bustone. Look at the pictures.
L182754 - World Accumulation of 3 stockbooks with used stamps and new *. Look at the pictures.
L183160 - Collection stockcards, FDC, automatic stamps used and new or envelope, also viaggiata of Germany
Bund, of binder. Look at the pictures.
L183195 - Accumulation of Switzerland with used stamps, envelopes, FDC. Noticed also the box with over 100
vintage postcards years 1940/1950. Look at the pictures.
L183201 - Accumulation with more than 50 pieces, including envelopes and stockcard stock and various new stamps
* / ** of France and Switzerland. Look at the pictures.
L183356 - World Collection, with slips of stockcard and stamps, mostly new, on one album and one stockbook. Look
at the pictures!
L183359 - Accumulation of variable value stamp, mostly new ** never hinged, even in sets cpl, FDC and envelopes
traveling. Look at the pictures!

50 €

40 €
50 €
20 €
50 €
30 €
20 €
40 €

Europe > Austria
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Austria
Austria

DESCRIPTION
L182809 - Beautiful collection Austria, since 1945, on stockbook with stamps almost all new ** never hinged, in
complete and valuable sets. Look at the pictures
L183101 - Collection Austria, on stockbook, with new and used stamps. Look at the pictures!

PRICE
160 €
140 €

Austria
Austria

L183208 - Collection of Austria, between 1850 and 2007, with used stamps, with repetitions and twenty envelopes
between FDC and Military Post. Look at the pictures.
L183342 - Collection Austria, on albums with FDC and new stamps ** never hinged, even in sets cpl. Look at the
pictures!

100 €
15 €

Europe > Benelux
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Holland
Luxembourg
Luxembourg
Luxembourg
and Switzerland
Luxembourg
Holland
Belgium
Holland
Belgium
Holland
Holland
Holland
Holland

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L182719 - Year 1992 The Netherlands, collector of the local Post Office. Look at the pictures
L182757 - Incredible collection of Luxembourg between 1852 and 1995, of Lighthouse album, with slips of stockcard
and stamps, used and new * / **, even in complete sets. Among the many sets of high value note is the 1935 Pro
Intellectuals, full set, which is used ** new, 3,700 euros. Huge total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L182758 - Collection of Luxembourg between 1852 and 1996, on stockbook with miniature blocks, leaflets, postcards
and stamps, used and new * / **, even in complete sets, with repetitions. Also present, some envelopes traveling.
Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182791 - Collection of Luxembourg and Switzerland, with used stamps, even in complete sets. Highest total value of
the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182816 - Beautiful Luxembourg collection, 1945-1975, on stockbook with stamps and souvenir blocks new ** never
hinged, in complete sets and good condition. High overall value!
L183080 - Collection of postcards Netherlands. Look at the pictures!
L183090 - Collection Belgium, on a single page stockbook with used stamps. Look at the pictures!
L183096 - Collection Netherlands, on pages stockbook with used stamps and new. Look at the pictures!
L183194 - Collection of postal history of Belgium, 1920, with about 150 envelopes traveling. Look at the pictures.
L183209 - Collection of the Netherlands, between the late 1800s and 2000s, with used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183339 - Collection of the Netherlands, between 1963 and 1976 on personalized album with blocks and new **
stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183340 - Collection of the Netherlands, between 1990 and 1995 on personalized album with miniature blocks,
postcards, leaflets and stamps all new **. There are also whole postali.Guarda photos.
L183341 - Collection of the Netherlands, between 1996 and 2001 on personalized album with miniature blocks,
postcards, leaflets and stamps all new **. Also present postal stationery. Look at the pictures.

10 €
1900 €
410 €
280 €
430 €
100 €
80 €
30 €
50 €
60 €
45 €
100 €
120 €

Europe > East Europe
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Poland
blocklets
Czechoslovakia
Hungary
Bulgaria
Romania
Romania
Romania
Romania
Romania
Romania
Czechoslovakia
Romania
Czech Republic
Czechoslovakia
East Europe
Poland
Yugoslavia
Bulgaria
East Europe

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L181187 - Collection Poland, on big stockbook with used stamps and new * / **. Look at the pictures!
L182208 - Collection of blocks, miniature blocks and postcards of Czechoslovakia and the Czech Republic, used on
a large binder. Look at the pictures.
L182228 - Collection of Hungary, between 1871 and 1980, of coarse stockbook with used stamps, many in complete
sets. Noted, in the early classical period, stamps for over 300 Euro. Look at the pictures.
L182409 - Collection of Bulgaria, between the years 1882 and 1960, on loose blocks with stamps, notched and not
notched, used and new **, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182413 - Collection of Romania, between the late 1800s and 1970s, also including the occupations of large
stockbook, with new stamps * / ** also in full and signed sets. Look at the pictures
L182414 - Collection of Romania, between the late 1800s and 1970s, on stockbook with used stamps. Look at the
pictures.
L182415 - Lot of Romania, between the years 1984/1994, with over 100 slips between perforated, not perforated and
miniature blocks, used and new **, with repetitions, two stockbooks. Look at the pictures.
L182416 - Collection of Romania, between 1800 and 1959, on stockbook, with stamps mostly new, even in complete
sets. On some stamps we need to do a gentle recovery work. Look at the pictures.
L182417 - Collection of pieces of Romania, notched and not notched, and Bulgaria, years 1970/1980, on loose
blocks Lindner. Look at the pictures.
L182418 - Collection of Romania, between 1869 and 1974, on loose blocks of binder with blocks and stamps,
notched and not notched, used and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182423 - Lot of Czechoslovakia, between the years 1918 and 1970, for specialists, with evidence, various errors,
etc bridges, waste lots of old philatelic auctions. High catalog value! Look at the pictures.
L182669 - Collection Romania, years 1960/1970 with blocks, with large repeats and stamps all new, even in
complete sets. High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L182759 - Collection of Czech Republic, in the 1990s and 2000s, with miniature blocks with repetitions, slips of
stockcard and stamps in whole blocks, used or new **, even in complete sets.
L183060 - Beautiful collection of Czechoslovakia, between 1918 and 1977, with stamps, some stockcard and
blocklet, all used in sets cpl and in perfect condition. Noted, including the Prague Castle issue, the key values. Look
at the pictures!
L183212 - Collection Europe, Eastern Europe, such as Czechoslovakia, Romania, Hungary and others, on
stockbook, with blocks and stamps, used and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183215 - Collection of Poland, between 1919 and 1973, on stockbook, with leaflets and used stamps and new, even
in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183216 - Collection of Yugoslavia, between 1919 and 1980, on stockbook with miniature blocks, souvenir blocks
and stamps, used and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183219 - Collection of Bulgaria, between 1879 and 1996, on stockbook with used stamps and new. Look at the
pictures.
L183222 - Collection of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and others, between 1918 and 1939, on stockbook with stamps
and souvenir blocks, used and new. Look at the pictures.

70 €
285 €
160 €
70 €
160 €
40 €
120 €
220 €
40 €
80 €
970 €
90 €
50 €
250 €
125 €
30 €
30 €
40 €
180 €

Russia
Montenegro
and Albania
USSR
Bulgaria
Romania
Czechoslovakia

L183223 - Collection of Russia, in the late 1800s and 1990s, on stockbook with miniature blocks, souvenir blocks and
stamps, used and new, with repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L183234 - Collection of Montenegro and Albania, on stockbook with miniature blocks, souvenir blocks and stamps,
used and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183345 - Collection USSR, on two albums with stamps and postal stationery, mostly new ** never hinged. Look at
the pictures!
L183510 - Collection Bulgaria, on Marini album, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged in sets cpl. themed
Olympics. Look at the pictures!
L183511 - Collection Romania, on 2 albums Marini, with slips of stockcard and stamps, mostly new ** never hinged in
sets cpl, topical Olympics. Look at the pictures!
L183523 - Collection of Cecoslovaccia, between 1918 and 1938, of the stockbook block, blocks and new stamps * /
**, almost all cpl set. Look at the pictures!

150 €
40 €
35 €
15 €
60 €
40 €

Europe > France
COUNTRY /
TYPE
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France services
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L182424 - Collection of France, between 1849 and 1942, on loose blocks of vintage album with stockcard and used
stamps and new * / ** Also in complete sets. Noticed: Pexip new leaflet, with small tear and estimated EUR 400 only
for stamps, and Clement Ader, 1938 for 180. Very high total catalog value View photos
L183250 - Collection of France 1982, 1983 and 1984 with new stamps ** Custom album. Also present were some
postcards and envelopes. Look at the pictures.
L183251 - France Collection of years: 1985, 1986 and 1987, with new stamps ** and a few postcards, Custom album.
Look at the pictures.
L183252 - Collection of France, 1988 and 1989 on personalized album, with new stamps and postcards **. Present
some whole. Look at the pictures.
L183253 - Collection of France, 1990-1993, Custom album, with postcards, leaflets and stamps, and some new **
postal stationery and first day covers. Look at the pictures.
L183254 - Collection of France, in 1994 and 1995 on personalized album with blocks, first day covers, whole and
new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183255 - Collection of France, in 1996 and 1997 on personalized album, with whole, envelopes, leaflets, postcards
and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183256 - Collection of France, 1998, 1999 and 2000 on personalized album with postcards, postal stationery,
leaflets and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183257 - Collection of France, 2001, 2002 and 2003 on personalized album with postal stationery, joint emmissioni,
postcards, leaflets and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183258 - Collection of France, 2005 and 2006, with evidence, postcards, leaflets and new ** stamps. Look at the
pictures.
L183259 - Collection of France, 2006 and 2007 on personalized albums with FDC, postcards and new ** stamps.
Look at the pictures.
L183260 - Collection of France, in 2008 and 2009 on personalized album with postcards, memory stockcards, joint
Topical, souvenir blocks and stamps new **. Look at the pictures.
L183261 - Collection of France, 2010 and 2011 on personalized album, with evidence, calling stockcards, postcards,
leaflets and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183262 - Collection of France, 2012 and 2013 on personalized album with stamp stockcard, joint emissions tests,
postcards and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183263 - Collection of France, 2014, on personal album, with postcards, leaflets and new ** stamps. Look at the
pictures.
L183264 - Collection of France, 2015, on personal album, with joint Topical, postcards, leaflets and new ** stamps.
Look at the pictures.
L183265 - Collection of France, 2016, on personal album, with postcards, leaflets and new ** stamps. Look at the
pictures.
L183266 - Collection of France, between 1900 and 1944 on personalized albums with stamps probably all new ** and
almost all in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183267 - Collection of France, between 1941 and 2015, of the stockbook block, FDC, souvenir blocks, leaflets and
used and new stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183268 - Collection of France, between 1945 and 1957 on personalized album with postcards, memory stockcards
and stamps, probably all new ** and also in complete sets. Look at the pictures
L183269 - Collection of France, between 1958 and 1965, probably complete with postcards and stamps, almost all in
full and new ** sets. Look at the pictures.
L183270 - Collection of France, between 1967 and 1986, on stockbook with stamps probably all new **. Look at the
pictures.
L183271 - Collection of France, between 1972 and 1974, with over 95 FDC and new ** stamps, mostly in complete
sets. Look at the pictures.
L183272 - Collection of France, between 1970 and 1981, on album pages, with over 70 FDC and with new stamps **,
even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183273 - Collection of various services of France, such as postage, UNESCO and the Council of State, on custom
album, with some FDC and new ** stamps, mostly in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183274 - Vintage 2009 French with leaflets and new ** stamps, folder on the local Post Office. Look at the pictures.
L183275 - Vintage 2010 in France, of folder with blocks and stamps **. Look at the pictures
L183276 - Vintage 2011 in France, of folder with blocks and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183277 - Year of France in 2012, on folder with stamps and souvenir blocks, new **. Look at the pictures.
L183278 - Year of France in 2013, on folder with blocks and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183279 - Year 2014 France, not full of folder with blocks and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183280 - Year of France in 2015, on folder with blocks and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183281 - Year of France in 2016, not complete, of folder with blocks and new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183282 - Collection of France, between 1966 and 1969, on loose blocks, with new stamps ** and some FDC View

260 €
40 €
50 €
45 €
160 €
80 €
90 €
150 €
200 €
210 €
280 €
270 €
190 €
230 €
130 €
120 €
130 €
240 €
40 €
80 €
70 €
75 €
35 €
30 €
60 €
90 €
100 €
90 €
80 €
100 €
40 €
70 €
75 €
20 €

France

photos.
L183334 - Collection of France, on stockbook, with new and used stamps. Look at the pictures.

10 €

Europe > Germany
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Germany Reich
Berlin and
Canada
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Perfins
DDR
DDR
Germany
DDR FDC
Accumulation
Germany
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Berlin
Germany Bund
postal history
Germany Reich
Germany Reich
Germany Reich
Germany Reich
Germany
Occupations
Germany local
emissions
Gdansk
Germany
Occupations
Sarre
Sarre
Germany
plebiscite
zones
Germany
Occupations
Germany
Colonies
Bavaria
emissions

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L182235 - Collection of hundreds of bags in parchment, with loose stamps German Reich, repeated for specialist or
switcher.
L182258 - Grosso stockbook with advanced collection of Sector West Berlin between 1949 and 1990, with some
leaflets, postcards and stamps almost all used, even in complete sets. Also present: Bavaria, Protectorate of
Bohemia and Moravia and Canada, always used. Look at the pictures.
L182273 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1995 and 2008, on stockbook with used stamps, even in complete
sets. Look at the pictures.
L182275 - Ultra modern collection of Germany Bund, between 1949 and 1985, two albums Lindner, with blocks and
new stamps ** (apparently only 3 stamps would miss). Even a certificate and very high catalog value! Look at the
pictures.
L182276 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1986 and 1994, on albums Lindner, with blocks and new ** stamps in
complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182321 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1995 and 1997, with slips of stockcard and stamps, double both used
and new, see photos.
L182339 - Lot of thousands of PERFINS German Reich and the Weimar Republic, on big binder and 5 catalogs.
Look at the pictures.
L182343 - DDR collection, of great stockbook, with postage and postcards with large reps, both used and new **.
High value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182349 - Collection of DDR on stockbook in excellent condition, with various materials, with repetitions. Look at the
pictures.
L182356 - Collection of Germany, 1990s of Schaubek album, with various materials. Look at the pictures.
L182359 - Collection of DDR on big wallet, with hundreds of FDC, 1970, with repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L182360 - Lot of Germany, of coarse stockbook with various materials. Noted Zeppelin flight envelope for NY en
1624 Germany Bund, not serrated, with certificate. High catalog value
L182375 - Lot of Germany Reich, Occupations and Bund, with new stamps ** also in complete sets. Look at the
pictures
L182441 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1949 and 1986, KA-BE album, complete with case, with leaflets and
used stamps and new **, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures. Highest total value of the catalog.
L182442 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1987 and 1998, KA-BE album. with leaflets and used stamps. Look at
the pictures.
L182447 - Collection of Berlin, Western Sector, between 1948 and 1990, KA-BE album, with leaflets and used
stamps, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182449 - Collection of Postal History of Germany Bund, with more than 120 envelopes traveling. Look at the
pictures.
L182702 - Very nice specialized collection Reich Germany, between 1872 and 1921 on personalized albums, with
used and new stamps *, even in complete sets, variety, bridges, vintage postcards and envelopes. Highest total value
of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182703 - Very nice specialized collection of German Reich between 1921 and 1926, on albums with customized
blocks, with new and used stamps *, even in complete sets and variety. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the
pictures.
L182704 - Beautiful collection Reich Germany, between 1926 and 1935 on personalized albums, with used and new
stamps *, bridges, variety and some envelopes traveling and not traveling, including a Zeppelin and Hindenburg.
Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182708 - Collection of German Reich between 1903 and il1944 on custom album with postage used and new, even
in complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182709 - Reich Germany Collection, Zone of Occupation, between 1914 and 1918 on personalized album, with new
stamps * and used, even in complete sets. High overall value. Look at the pictures.
L182710 - Collection of Germany, Local Topical, between 1945 and 1946 on personalized album with blocks and
stamps, used and new *, even in complete sets. High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L182712 - Beautiful collection of Gdansk, between 1920 and 1939 on personalized album with blocks and stamps,
used and new * / **, even in complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182713 - Lot of Germany Zone of American Occupation and Britains, between 1945 and 1949 on personalized
album with blocks and stamps, used and new *, even in complete sets. Noted BF Hannover good 1949, used, Euro
350. High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L182714 - Collection of Sarre, between 1920 and 1934 on personalized albums, with used and new stamps *, even in
complete sets. Noted: charity sets of 1932, * new, complete and signed for 300. High total catalog value. Look at the
pictures.
L182715 - Collection of Sarre, between 1947 and 1959 on personalized albums, with used and new stamps *, ancche
in complete sets. High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L182716 - Collection of Germany Zone Plebiscito, years 1920/1923, Custom albums, with used and new stamps *,
even in complete sets. High value of the total catalog. Look at the pictures.

30 €

L182718 - Collection of Germany, American Zone of Occupation, British and French, Custom albums, with used
stamps and new, even in complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the picturesL182720 - Collection of German colonies in the late 1800s and early 1900s, Custom albums, with used stamps and
new, even in complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182722 - highly specialized collection of Bavaria, between 1849 and 1920 on personalized albums, with used and
new stamps *, even in complete sets, PERFINS and tete-beche. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the
pictures.
L182724 - Collection of Germany specializing Soviet emissions for parts of Berlin, Mecklenburg, Saxony and

390 €
170 €
750 €
120 €
60 €
380 €
690 €
50 €
10 €
40 €
420 €
20 €
350 €
90 €
100 €
15 €
780 €
480 €
420 €
420 €
180 €
300 €
680 €
230 €
340 €
260 €
350 €
530 €
220 €
530 €
250 €

Soviet
Berlin
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Germany Bund
Berlin
Berlin
Wurttemberg
German States
Germany
Occupations
Germany Reich
Germany DDR
Germany Reich
Germany Reich
Germany Reich
Germany
Bavaria
Germany Bund
Germany Reich
Germany Reich
Germany Reich
Germany Bund
Berlin
Germany Bund
Germany Reich
Germany
Germany Reich
Reich Germany
and
Occupations
Germany
Occupations
Germany Reich
Germany Reich

Germany ATM
ATM Germany

Thuringia, Custom albums, between 1945 and 1946, with slips of stockcard and stamps, used and new, even in
complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182727 - Collection of Germany Berlin, on albums with blocks and used stamps and new, even in complete sets.
Look at the pictures.
L182730 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1957 and 1960, on the album, with leaflets and used stamps, even in
complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182731 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1961 and 1965, on the album, with leaflets and used stamps, even in
complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182732 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1966 and 1970, on the album, with leaflets and used stamps, even in
complete sets. Look at the pictures
L182733 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1971 and 1973, with leaflets and used stamps and new, even in
complete sets. Look at the pictures
L182734 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1974 and 1976, on albums with stamps and souvenir blocks, used
and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182735 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1976 and 1978, on albums with stamps and souvenir blocks, used
and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182736 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1979 and 1981, on the album, with used stamps, even in complete
sets. Look at the pictures.
L182738 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1987 and 1988, on the album, with used stamps, even in complete
sets. Look at the pictures.
L182739 - Berlin Collection Western Sector, between 1948 and 1960, on the album, with used stamps and some new
stamps, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures
L182740 - Berlin Collection Western Sector, between 1961 and 1973, on albums with stamps and souvenir blocks,
new and used, also in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182742 - Collection of Wurttemburgo, between 1851 and 1920 on personalized albums, with used stamps and new,
even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182745 - Collection Germany Old States, end of year 1800, Custom albums, with used stamps. Highest total value
of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182746 - Collection of Germany Emissions for the Soviet occupation zone, Custom album, with blocks and stamps,
used and new * / **, even in complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182782 - Collection Germany Reich, between 1939 and 1945 and Germany Zone of Occupation Interallied,
between 1945 and 1949, with foglletti and used stamps and new **, in blocks of four and repetitions, even in
complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures
L182788 - Collection of Soviet Occupation Zone and the GDR between 1948 and 1953, on stockbook, with new
stamps and souvenir blocks, even in complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182793 - Collection Germany Reich, on stockbook, with postage used, even in complete sets. High value of the total
catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182797 - Lot of Germany Reich, years 1930/1940, of binder, with leaflets, postcards and blocks of stamps. Noted **
new 1933 leaflet for Euro 7000, slightly crumpled, but very rare. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the
pictures.
L182804 - Lot of Germany Reich, years 1930/1940, with used stamps and memory stockcards. Look at the pictures
L182805 - Lot of Germany Reich, Bund and DDR on stockbook, with slips of stockcard and stamps, used and new **.
Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182811 - Nice collection of Bavaria, on the album, with new and used stamps, see photos.
L182812 - Collection Germany Bund, of coarse Lindner albums, from 1949 to 1974, with used stamps and new,
present simultaneously.
L182813 - Beautiful collection Germany Reich, of Lindner albums, from 1933 to 1944, with new and used stamps, in
complete sets and the highest total value.
L183067 - Reich Germany Collection, with used stamps and new * hinged, on loose blocks of albums. Look at the
pictures!
L183091 - Collection Reich Germany, on pages stockbook with used stamps and new. Look at the pictures!
L183095 - Collection Germany Bund, on stockbook with used stamps. Look at the pictures!
L183103 - Berlin Collection of albums, with used stamps and new. Look at the pictures!
L183128 - Collection Germany Bund, between 1949 and 2004, on albums complete with case Marini, with new and
used stamps * / **, with duplication, even in complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the pictures.
L183129 - Collection Germany Reich, Bund and Berlin, Western Sector, between 1937 and 2000, on albums
complete with case Marini, solely composed of blocks of used and new **. High total catalog value. Look at the
pictures.
L183130 - Collection of Germany: German States, Gdansk, Saar, Colonie, Zone of Occupation, Berlin Sector West,
Zone of Occupation Interallied and DDR, on albums with blocks full Marini custody, with leaflets and used stamps and
new, even in complete sets with some PERFINS pages. High value of the total catalog. Look at the pictures.
L183131 - Incredible collection of German Reich between 1872 and 1944, on Marini album, complete with case, with
leaflets and used stamps and new * / **, even in complete sets, highly advanced. Noted flights Zeppelin ** / * for Euro
5700 all certified. Huge total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L183132 - Wonderful collection of German Reich, with Military Mail and General gouvernement, on Marini album,
with blocks and stamps, new * / **. Highest total value of the catalog. Stamps rare to find in this state and with this
degree of completeness! Look at the pictures.
L183133 - Incredible collection of Germany Occupations WWII and Military Post, on albums complete with case
Marini, with new and used stamps * / **, even in complete sets with acronyms and certificates Experts such as
Gilbert, Diena, Bolaffi and others. Many thousands of Euros catalog value. Stamps rare to find in this state and with
this degree of completeness! Look at the pictures.
L183134 - Accumulation of Reich Germany, on albums Marini, complete with case, with new and used stamps *,
even in complete sets and blocks or pieces of stockcard, with new stamps **. Look at the pictures.
L183135 - Beautiful collection of Germany Reich, probably full, between 1933 and 1945, on Marini album, complete
with case, with blocks and stamps all new ** and in complete sets, except the sets Zeppelin trip to Chicago which is
linguellata. Noticed: the Wagner sets, Diena certificate for Euro 2400, leaflet S Elizabeth, Euro 7000 and the Military
Post francollo for U - Boat with Sorani certificate for Euro 350. Most High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L183152 - Boxes with several hundred envelopes or FDC, franked with automatic stamps from many European
countries, mainly Germany. You can not shoot the whole lot.
L183153 - Full-bodied collection of thousands of automatic stamps, new, used or envelope, mainly of Germany Bund,

20 €
35 €
15 €
15 €
15 €
15 €
15 €
10 €
10 €
480 €
20 €
60 €
680 €
290 €
330 €
340 €
340 €
1350 €
40 €
400 €
180 €
220 €
345 €
60 €
30 €
80 €
125 €
360 €
150 €
750 €
3450 €
3600 €
5800 €

130 €
2400 €

80 €
180 €

ATM Germany
ATM Germany
Accumulation
Germany Reich
Germany
Germany

on albums. Look at the pictures.
L183154 - Collection of many pieces including new automatic stamps or envelopes of Germany Bund, on albums.
Notice the many varieties and misprints. Look at the pictures
L183155 - Collection of hundreds of automatic stamps and envelopes of Germany Bund, on Lindner album. Look at
the pictures
L183161 - Accumulation of hundreds of automatic stamps of Germany Bund, with extensive repetitions in sachets.
Look at the pictures.
L183214 - Collection Reich Germany and Colonies, between 1872 and 1945, with used stamps and new, with
extensive repetitions. High catalog value! Look at the pictures.
L183344 - postcards and whole collection of German postal area, traveling and not traveling. Look at the pictures!
L183515 - Collection Germany, Berlin, DDR and United Germany, on 2 albums with stamps and souvenir blocks new
** never hinged in sets cpl. Look at the pictures!

190 €
150 €
10 €
440 €
20 €
60 €

Europe > Iberia
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Spain and
Portugal

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L182402 - Remains of Portugal collection of self-built scrapbook pages.
L182405 - Interesting collection of Portugal, between 1870 and 1943, the era of album pages, with new stamps * / **
and used, even in complete sets. Note sets as: Alvaro Pereira, 1931, new, complete, for 450 euros catalog, and sets
Colonial Exposition of 1934, new * / ** and complete Euro 190. Most High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L183099 - Collection Portugal, on blocks stockbook with used stamps. Look at the pictures!
L183235 - Collection of Spain, the Azores, Madeira and Portugal, between 1853 and 2007, on stockbook with stamps
and souvenir blocks, used and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.

20 €
450 €
30 €
220 €

Europe > Italian Colonies
COUNTRY /
TYPE
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
Ethiopia
Libya
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Tripolitania
Cyrenaica
Cyrenaica
Aegean
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
eritrea

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

C182597 - Lot Eritrea, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 200 Euros total catalog.
C182598 - Lot Eritrea, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 200 Euros total catalog.
C182599 - Lot Eritrea, on stockcard, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 100 Euros total catalog.
C182600 - Lot Ethiopia, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 400 Euros total catalog.
C182601 - Lot Libya, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 2,500 Euros total catalog.
C183028 - Lot Somalia, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 450 Euros total catalog.
C183029 - Lot Somalia, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 2,250 Euros total catalog.
C183030 - Lot Somalia, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 125 Euros total catalog.
C183031 - Lot Somalia, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 100 Euros total catalog.
C183032 - Lot Somalia, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for a total of EUR 7,250
catalog.
C183033 - Lot Somalia, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 550 Euros total catalog.
C183037 - Lot Tripoli, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 250 Euros total catalog.
C183039 - Lot Cyrenaica, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 200 Euros total catalog.
C183041 - Lot Cyrenaica, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 250 Euros total catalog.
C183042 - Aegean Lot, on stockcard, cpl set, new ** never hinged, mixed conditions, for 125 Euros total catalog.
D182486 - 1895 King Umberto, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 12-18, for 200 eur of catalog.
D182487 - 1903 Floral, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 19-29, to 3,750 eur catalog.
D182490 - 1910 African Subjects, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 34-37, for 2,000 eur catalog.
D182491 - 1928 African Subjects, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Raybaudi Certificate, Sass. 129-131 for 1,125 eur
catalog.
D182498 - 1923 March on Rome, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 65-70, for 225 eur of catalog.
D182499 - 1924 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 77-79, for 75 eur catalog.
D182500 - 1924 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 80-86, for 250 eur of catalog.
D182502 - 1925 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 93-95, for 550 eur of catalog.
D182504 - 1925 Jubilee of the King, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 96-98, for 50 eur catalog.
D182507 - 1927 Volta, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 120-122, for 90 eur catalog.
D182510 - 1928 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 123-127 for 2,000 eur catalog.
D182511 - 1928 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 136-137, for 650 eur of catalog.
D182512 - 1928 50 c. brown and gray, overprinted, new ** never hinged, Sass. 128, for 75 eur catalog.
D182514 - 1930 African Subjects, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 155-164, for 550 eur of catalog.
D182516 - Expressed in 1926, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 6-7, for 90 eur catalog.
D182517 - 1935 Espresso, 1.25 to 60 c. brown and red, new ** never hinged, signed Bolaffi, Sass. 11, for 450 eur of
catalog.
D182518 - 1927 Espresso, 1.25 to 60 c. crimson and brown, new ** never hinged, Sass. 9 to 60 eur catalog.
D182520 - 1930 Militia III, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 170-173, for 800 eur of catalog.
d182521 - 1930 Pro Italian Colonial Agricultural Institute cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 174-178, for 125 eur of
catalog.
D182523 - 1931 S. Antonio, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 188-194, for 60 eur catalog.
D182524 - 1931 Effigy of Vittorio Emanuele III, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 195-202, for 75 eur catalog.
d182525 - 1933 African Subjects, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 203-212, for 475 eur of catalog.
D182527 - 1924 Postage, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-6, for 900 eur of catalog.
D182529 - 1916 Onoranze to Duca degli Abruzzi, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 213-219, for 500 eur of catalog.
D182531 - 1936 Airmail, African Subjects, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 17-26, for 450 eur of catalog.

40 €
40 €
15 €
80 €
500 €
90 €
400 €
25 €
20 €
1450 €
110 €
50 €
40 €
50 €
25 €
60 €
1125 €
600 €
330 €
67 €
22 €
75 €
165 €
15 €
27 €
600 €
195 €
22 €
165 €
27 €
135 €
18 €
240 €
75 €
18 €
22 €
143 €
270 €
150 €
135 €

eritrea
eritrea
eritrea
Eritrea, British
Occupation
eritrea
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Bepages Juba
Bepages Juba
Bepages Juba
Saseno
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
Somalia
MEF
Tripolitania
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Tripolitania
Tripolitania
Tripolitania
Libya
Libya
Libya
Libya
Tripolitania
Tripolitania
Tripolitania

d182532 - 1934 Postage, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 26-38, for 500 eur of catalog.
D182533 - Postage Due 1926, 60 c. orange and brown, new ** never hinged, Sass. 25, for 450 eur of catalog.
D182534 - 1917 Parcel Post, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 9-21, to 2,500 eur catalog.
D182536 - 1948 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-13, for 175 eur of catalog.

150 €
135 €
750 €
53 €

D182538 - 1927 Parcel Post, cpl set, new ** never hinged. Certificate Diena, Sass. 23-32, for 8,000 eur catalog.
D182541 - 1912 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass.1-12 to 3,000 eur catalog.
D182542 - 1915 Red Cross cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 13-16, for 350 eur of catalog.
d182544 - 1918 20 c. orange, new ** never hinged, Sass. 20, for 25 eur catalog.
D182547 - 1921 Pictorial sets, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 21-32 2,500 eur catalog.
D182550 - 1926 sets Libyan Sibyl, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 54-57, for 500 eur of catalog.
D182551 - 1940 Pictorial sets, 5 l. black and blue, new ** never hinged, Sass. 163, for 800 eur of catalog.
D182552 - 1928 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 78-80, for 550 eur of catalog.
d182554 - 1926 Pictorial sets, cpl set, new ** never hinged, certificate Diena, Sass. 58-65, for 11,000 eur catalog.
D182555 - 1937 Pictorial sets, cpl set, new ** never hinged, certificate Diena, Sass. 144-145 for 8,250 eur catalog.
D182557 - 1928 Airmail, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-2, for 300 eur of catalog.
D182558 - 1936 Airmail, new ** never hinged, Sass. 27, for 150 eur of catalog.
d182560 - 1937 11th good of Tripoli, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 142-143 + A32-A33, for 250 eur of catalog.
D182564 - 1941 Brotherhood of Italo-German weapons, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 171-177 + A45, for 90
eur catalog.
D182566 - 1941 Postage Due, 1 l. black gray, new ** never hinged, Sass. 52, for 60 eur catalog.
D182567 - Expressed in 1915, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-2, for 300 eur of catalog.
D182568 - Expressed in 1921, Italy turreted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 3-4, for 20 eur catalog.
D182570 - Expressed in 1922, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 5-6, for 100 eur of catalog.
D182573 - 1927 Espresso, 2.50 to 2 l. blue and carmine, new ** never hinged, Sass. 13, for 850 eur of catalog.
D182575 - 1929 authorized Delivery, and 10 c. blue, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1, for 500 eur of catalog.
D182580 - 1915 Postage, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-10, for 550 eur of catalog.
D182581 - Postage Due 1925, 60 c. orange and brown, new ** never hinged, Sass. 11, for 550 eur of catalog.
D182582 - 1934 Postage, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 12-24, for 700 eur of catalog.
D182583 - 1931 Parcel Post, 50 c. orange, new ** never hinged, Sass. 25, for 280 eur of catalog.
D182585 - 1915 Parcel Post, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-13, for 2,000 eur catalog.
D182586 - 1927 Parcel Post, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Raybaudi certificate, Sass. 14-24, to 2,250 eur catalog.
D182587 - 1925 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-15, to 1,375 eur catalog.
D182589 - 1926 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 42-44, for 950 eur of catalog.
D182591 - 1925 Jubilee of the King, overprinted, new ** never hinged, Sass. 22-23, to 2,775 eur catalog.
D182595 - 1923 overprinted, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-8, to 1,250 eur catalog.
D182869 - 1903 Elephant or Lion, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-7, for 650 eur of catalog.
D182870 - 1906 Elephant or Lion, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 10-16, for 325 eur of catalog.
D182871 - 1916 20 c. 2 a. orange brown, new ** never hinged, Sass. 23, for 75 eur catalog.
D182873 - 1916 Red Cross cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 19-22, for 850 eur of catalog.
D182876 - 1923 Elephant or Lion, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 34-44, for 650 eur of catalog.
D182877 - 1923 Propaganda Fide, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 45-48, for 125 eur of catalog.
D182881 - 1928 Effigy, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 116-118, for 625 eur of catalog.
D182882 - 1930, 50 c. lilac, new ** never hinged, Sass. 139, for 225 eur of catalog.
D182886 - 1927 Volta, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 109-111, for 90 eur catalog.
D182891 - 1930 Militia III, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 140-143, for 800 eur of catalog.
D182894 - 1934 Onoranze to Duca degli Abruzzi, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 185-192, for 750 eur of catalog.
D182898 - 1935 Visit of the King in Somalia, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 199-212 for 1,750 eur catalog.
D182899 - 1936 Airmail, African Subjects, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 17-26, for 400 eur of catalog.
D182900 - Expressed in 1927, 1.25 out of 30 b. brown and red, new ** never hinged, Sass. 7 to 55 eur catalog.
D182903 - 1909 Postage, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 12-22, to 2,750 eur catalog.
D182905 - 1926 Postage, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 41-51, to 1,750 eur catalog.
D182906 - 1934 Postage, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 52-64, to 1,000 eur catalog.
D182907 - 1923 Parcel Post, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 21-29, to 1,200 eur catalog.
D182908 - 1926 Parcel Post, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 30-42, to 2,500 eur catalog.
D182909 - 1926 Parcel Post, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 50-53, for 600 eur of catalog.
D182910 - 1931 Parcel Post, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 68-70, for 400 eur of catalog.
D182911 - 1937 Parcel Post, 5 c. brown, new ** never hinged, Sass. 71, for 30 eur catalog.
D182912 - 1930 Parcel Post, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 66-67, for 140 eur of catalog.
d182913 - 1924 Postage due to soldi order, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-6, for 950 eur of catalog.
D182917 - 1943 Occupation English, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 6-16, for 300 eur of catalog.
D182920 - 1923 March on Rome, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 5-10, for 300 eur of catalog.
D182925 - 1927 1st Trade good of Tripoli, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 66-71 + E14-E15, for 200 eur of
catalog.
d182928 - 1928 2a good Tripoli, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 72-77, for 100 eur of catalog.
D182929 - 1929 3a good Tripoli, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 81-86, to 1,000 eur catalog.
D182931 - 1930 4a good Tripoli, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 87-93, for 400 eur of catalog.
D182932 - 1930 Ferrucci, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 64-68 + A1-A3, for 350 eur of catalog.
D182933 - 1930 Militia III, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 69-72, for 800 eur of catalog.
D182934 - 1930 Pro Italian Colonial Agricultural Institute, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 73-77 + A17-A21, for
275 eur of catalog.
D182937 - 1931 5a good Tripoli, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 95-102 + A3 + A6, for 750 eur of catalog.
D182938 - 1932 6th good of Tripoli, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 108-117-A4 + A7 for 1,600 eur catalog.
D182939 - 1933 7a good Tripoli, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 118-124 + A8-A13, to 2,500 eur catalog.
D182940 - 1934 8a good Tripoli, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 125-131 + A14-A20, to 3,000 eur catalog.
D182943 - 1931 Airmail, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 9-16, for 350 eur of catalog.
D182944 - 1933 Airmail, Cruise Zeppelin, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 22-27, for 250 eur of catalog.
D182945 - 1933 Airmail. Cruise Balbo, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 28-29, for 140 eur of catalog.

2400 €
900 €
105 €
7€
750 €
150 €
240 €
165 €
3300 €
2475 €
90 €
45 €
75 €
27 €
18 €
90 €
6€
30 €
255 €
150 €
165 €
165 €
210 €
84 €
600 €
675 €
412 €
285 €
833 €
375 €
195 €
98 €
22 €
255 €
195 €
37 €
188 €
67 €
27 €
240 €
225 €
525 €
120 €
16 €
825 €
525 €
300 €
360 €
750 €
180 €
120 €
10 €
42 €
285 €
90 €
90 €
60 €
30 €
300 €
120 €
105 €
240 €
82 €
225 €
480 €
750 €
900 €
105 €
75 €
42 €

Tripolitania
Tripolitania
Tripolitania
Tripolitania
Tripolitania
Colonies General Topical
Italian East
Africa
Italian East
Africa
Castelrosso
Cyrenaica
Cyrenaica
Cyrenaica
Cyrenaica
Cyrenaica
Cyrenaica
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Aegean
Somalia
Trusteeship
Album Marini
Colonies

D182949 - 1924 Postage due to soldi order, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1 + 3-6 to 1.300 eur catalog.
D182950 - 1926 Postage due to soldi order, 40 c. green, new ** never hinged, Sass. 8, for 750 eur of catalog.
D182953 - 1951 British Occupation, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 27-34, for 175 eur of catalog.
D182954 - 1948 Postage Due, British Occupation, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-5, for 175 eur of catalog.
D182955 - 1950 Postage Due, British Occupation, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 6-10, for 175 eur of catalog.
d182958 - 1933, Cinquantenario Eritreo, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 23-31 + A15-A21, for 2,000 eur catalog.

390 €
225 €
53 €
53 €
53 €
600 €

D182962 - 1938 Various Subjects, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-20 + A13 + A1-E1-E2, to 1,750 eur catalog.

525 €

D182963 - 1941 Brotherhood of Italo - German weapons, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 34-40 + A21 for 110 eur
of catalog.
D182970 - 1932 Garibaldi, cpl set. new ** never hinged, Sass. 30-39, for 750 eur of catalog.
D182971 - 1923 Propaganda Fide, cpl set. new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-4, for 125 eur of catalog.
D182982 - 1930 Ferrucci, cpl set. new ** never hinged, Sass. 63-67, for 175 eur of catalog.
d182983 - 1930 Militia III, cpl set. new ** never hinged, Sass. 68-71, for 800 eur of catalog.
D182988 - 1932 Airmail, cpl set. new ** never hinged, Sass. 6-11, for 225 eur of catalog.
D182994 - 1950 Autonomous Administration, cpl set. new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-13, for 220 eur of catalog.
D182995 - 1950 Autonomous Administration, Postage, cpl set. new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-7 650 eur catalog.
D182996 - 1929 Pictorial sets, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 3-11, for 2,000 eur catalog.
d182997 - 1931 Eucharistic Congress Italian, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 30-36, for 700 eur of catalog.
D183000 - 1935 Holy Year, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 91-98, to 1,375 eur catalog.
D183001 - 1943 Pro Aegean assistance, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 118-125 + E3-E4, for 2,000 eur catalog.
D183002 - 1944 Pro victims of war, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 126-131, for 350 eur of catalog.
D183003 - 1945 Pro Red Cross, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 132-133, for 250 eur of catalog.
D183005 - 1944 Airmail, Pro victims of war cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 56-59, for 400 eur of catalog.
D183008 - 1934 Postage, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-9, for 250 eur of catalog.
D183009 - 1912 Emissions General, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-2, for 550 eur of catalog.
D183010 - 1934 Parcel, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 1-11, for 400 eur of catalog.
D183012 - 1931 S. Antonio, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 37-43, to 1,000 eur catalog.
D183013 - 1934 Football, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 75-79 + A34-A37, to 2,300 eur catalog.
D183014 - 1934 Medals, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 80-90 + A38-A46, to 3,000 eur catalog.
D183020 - 1932 Airmail, Garibaldi, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 14-20, for 2,000 eur catalog.
D183021 - 1933 Airmail, Cruise Zeppelin, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 22-27, to 2,250 eur catalog.
D183024 - 1944 Occupation of Germany, Military service, new ** never hinged, Raybaudi Certificate, Sass. 6, for
4,000 eur catalog.
L183043 - Beautiful Aegean collection, probably complete with new stamps ** never hinged, in excellent condition,
catalog value Sassone of nearly 24,000 Euros.
L183044 - Somali Trust Collection, probably complete with stamps and souvenir blocks new ** never hinged, in
excellent condition, with a catalog value Sassone of 1,820 euro.
L183056 - 3 Album of Colonie Italian Marini, complete with pockets and 2 bags, empty, in good condition.

33 €
225 €
37 €
53 €
240 €
67 €
66 €
195 €
600 €
210 €
412 €
600 €
105 €
75 €
120 €
75 €
165 €
120 €
300 €
690 €
900 €
600 €
675 €
1200 €
3500 €
450 €
45 €

Europe > Italy other
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Social Republic
Unified Product
Sassone
catalog Volume
1
Sassone
catalog Blue
Sassone
catalog Blue
Italy
Italy
Italian Covers

DESCRIPTION
D183502 - Airmail 1944, 80 c. orange, 2 + l. Blue + 2 l. slate, * new hinged, Caffaz certificate, Sass. I + II + 120 122
125, for 3,200 euro catalog.
L183104 - Unified Super 2009, specialized catalog. Used in good condition.
L183108 - Sassone specialized catalog, Volume One, 2006. Used in good condition.

PRICE
960 €
15 €
10 €

L183109 - Saxon Blue in 2009, specialized catalog. Used in good condition.

8€

L183110 - Saxon Blue 2011, specialized catalog. Used in good condition.

8€

L183233 - Rasccolta of Italy and the United Republic on stockbook, quadruplets with used and new. Look at the
pictures.
L183283 - Collection Italy Kingdom and Republic between 1921 and 1956, on loose blocks, with new and used
stamps **, in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183358 - Lot of Italian postal history, to be inspected carefully. Look at the pictures!

30 €
120 €
40 €

Europe > Italian Old States
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Papal States
Naples
Naples
Neapolitan
Provinces
Sardinia

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

C183503 - Lot Papal States, on stockcard, with new stamps * hinged, signed Cardillo, mixed conditions, for 1,125
Euros total catalog.
C183506 - Naples Lot, on stockcard, with stamps used, mixed conditions, for over 1,155 Euros total catalog.
C183507 - Naples Lot, on stockcard, with stamps used, mixed conditions.
D182847 - 1861 Effigy of Vittorio Emanuele II, cpl set, new ** never hinged, certificate Vaccari + Caffaz, Sass. 17-24,
for 5,000 euro catalog.
D182848 - 1861 1 c. and 2 c. black gray, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Sass. 19-20, for 830 euro catalog.

110 €
120 €
20 €
1000 €
160 €

Sicily
Sicily
Sicily
Sicily
Lombardo
Veneto
Lombardo
Veneto
Lombardo
Veneto
Lombardo
Veneto
Lombardo
Veneto
Sicily
Modena
Modena
Modena
Modena
Modena
Modena
Modena
Naples
Napoli Trinacria
Napoli Crocetta
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples
Naples

D182850 - 1859 1/2 grams. bright orange, * new hinged, Caffaz certificate, Sass. 2b, for 1,200 euro catalog.
D182851 - 1859, 5 gr. vermilion, * new hinged, Caffaz certificate, Sass. 11, for 1,250 euro catalog.
D182852 - 1859 10 gr. dark blue, * new hinged, Caffaz certificate, Sass. 12, for 1,650 euro catalog.
D182853 - 1859 20 gr. dark slate, * new hinged, Caffaz certificate, Sass. 13c, for 1,650 euro catalog.
D182856 - 1864 2 s. yellow, * new hinged, signed Bolaffi, Sass. 41, for 900 euro catalog.

240 €
250 €
330 €
330 €
180 €

D182857 - 1864 3 s. Green, * new hinged, Sass. 42 to 100 catalog value.

20 €

D182858 - 1864 5 s. pink, * new hinged, Sass. 43, for 25 euro catalog.

10 €

D182859 - 1864, 10 s. blue, * new hinged, Sass. 44, for 180 euro catalog.

36 €

D182860 - 1864, 15 s. brown, * new hinged, Bottacchi certificate, Sass. 45, for 1,650 euro catalog.

330 €

d182861 - 1859, 50 gr. brown lacquer, * new hinged, Caffaz certificate, Sass. 14, for 1,650 euro catalog.
D182862 - 1859 5 c. dark green, * new hinged, certificate Sorani, Sass. 12b, for 2,500 euro catalog.
D182863 - 1859 15 c. dark brown, * new hinged, certificate Sorani, Sass. 13a, for 3,750 euro catalog.
D182864 - 1859 20 c. Dark violet, * new hinged, certificate Sorani, Sass. 15a, for 6,500 euro catalog.
D182865 - 1859 15 c. Gray, * new hinged, signed Sorani, Sass. 14, for 600 euro catalog.
D182866 - 1859 20 c. light gray lilac, * new hinged, signed Bolaffi, Sass. 16, for 150 euro catalog.
D182867 - 1859 40 c. carmine pink, * new hinged, signed Diena, Sass. 17, for 300 euro catalog.
D182868 - 1859 80 c. bistro orange, * new hinged, signed Diena, Sass. 18, for 300 euro catalog.
D183360 - 1858 50 gr. brownish pink, used, Caffaz certificate, Sass. 14 to 5,000 eur catalog.
D183361 - 1860 1/2 t. blue, Trinacria, used, certified Caffaz + Eichele, signed Calves, Sass. 15, 25,000 euro catalog.
D183362 - 1860 1/2 t. blue, Savoy Cross, used on large fragment, Caffaz certificate, signed Diena, Sass. 16, for
7,500 euro catalog.
D183363 - 1858 20 gr. brownish pink, used on piece, certificate Cardillo, Sass. 12, for 1,500 euro catalog.
D183364 - 1858 20 gr. brownish pink, used, certified Cardillo, Sass. 12, for 1,250 euro catalog.
D183365 - 1858 20 gr. brownish pink, used, certified Cardillo, Sass. 12, for 1,250 euro catalog.
D183366 - 1858 20 gr. light pink, used, certified Cardillo, Sass. 13, for 2,500 euro catalog.
D183367 - 1858 Pair of 10 gr. light pink, used, certified Cardillo, Sass. 11, for 1,500 euro catalog.
D183368 - 1858 1/2 grams Couple. light pink carmine, used, certified Cardillo, Sass. 1c, to 1,300 euro catalog.
D183369 - 1858 Letter franked with 1 gr. light pink rose gr.carminio + 5 + 10 gr. carmine pink, Cardillo certificate,
Sass. 4 + 9 + 11, for 3,425 euro Catalog
D183370 - 1858 1 gr. carmine pink gr.carminio + 5 + 20 gr. light pink carmine, used on viaggiata cover front.
Certificate Cardillo, Sass. 4a + 9 + 13a, for 3,970 Euros Catalog
D183371 - 1858 2 gr. lillaceo pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. Fifth, to 80 euro catalog.
D183372 - 1858 2 gr. lillaceo pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. Fifth, to 80 euro catalog.
D183373 - 1858 2 gr. lillaceo pink, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. Fifth, to 95 euro catalog.
D183374 - 1858 2 gr. light pink, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5, for 35 euro catalog.
d183375 - 1858 2 gr. carmine, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. Fifth, to 60 euro catalog.
D183376 - 1858 2 gr. carmine pink, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5d, for 42,50 euro catalog.
D183377 - 1858 2 gr couple. dull carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7f, for 320 euro catalog.
D183378 - 1858 2 gr. brownish pink, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7 to 35 euro catalog.
d183379 - 1858 2 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7c, for 35 euro catalog.
D183380 - 1858 2 gr. carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7d, for 50 euro catalog.
D183381 - 1858 10 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 11, for 750 euro catalog.
D183382 - 1858 2 gr. carmine pink, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5d, for 42,50 euro catalog.
D183383 - 1858 2 gr. carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7d, for 50 euro catalog.
D183384 - 1858 2 gr. carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7d, for 50 euro catalog.
D183385 - 1858 2 gr. carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7d, for 50 euro catalog.
D183386 - 1858 2 gr. carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7d, for 50 euro catalog.
D183387 - 1858 2 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7c, for 35 euro catalog.
D183388 - 1858 2 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7c, for 35 euro catalog.
D183389 - 1858 2 gr. light pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 6, for 100 euro catalog.
D183390 - 1858 2 gr. light pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5, for 30 euro catalog.
D183391 - 1858 2 gr. light pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5, for 30 euro catalog.
D183392 - 1858 2 gr. brownish pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5c, for 30 euro catalog.
D183393 - 1858 2 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5d, for 35 euro catalog.
d183394 - 1858 2 gr. bright carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5f, for 120 euro catalog.
D183395 - 1858 5 gr. light pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 8c to 125 euro catalog.
D183396 - 1858 1/2 grams. light pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 1, for 600 euro catalog.
D183397 - 1858 10 gr. brownish pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 10, 375 euro catalog.
D183398 - 1858 10 gr. brownish pink, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 10, for 450 euro catalog.
D183399 - 1858 5 gr. brownish pink, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 8, for 167.50 EUR catalog.
D183400 - 1858 10 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 11, for 750 euro catalog.
D183401 - 1858 1 gr. carmine, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 4a, for 120 euro catalog.
D183402 - 1858 1 gr couple. carmine, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 4a, for 240 euro catalog.
D183403 - 1858 1 gr couple. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 4, for 160 euro catalog.
D183404 - 1858 1 gr couple. light pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 3, for 160 euro catalog.
D183405 - 1858 1 gr couple. light pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 3, for 160 euro catalog.
D183406 - 1858 1 gr couple. pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 3b, for 500 euro catalog.
D183407 - 1858 2 gr couple. lillaceo pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5a, for 160 euro catalog.
D183408 - 1858 2 gr couple. brownish pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7, for 60 euro catalog.
D183409 - 1858 2 gr. brownish pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7, for 30 euro catalog.
D183410 - 1858 2 gr couple. bright carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7e, for 180 euro catalog.
D183411 - 1858 2 gr couple. bright carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7e, for 180 euro catalog.
D183412 - 1858 1 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 4, for 80 euro catalog.
D183413 - 1858 2 gr. light pink, used, signed Cardillo + Sorani, Sass. 5, for 30 euro catalog.
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D183414 - 1858 2 gr. lillaceo pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. Fifth, to 80 euro catalog.
D183415 - 1858 2 gr. brownish pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5c, for 30 euro catalog.
D183416 - 1858 2 gr. bright carmine, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5f, for 145 euro catalog.
D183417 - 1858 5 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 9, for 325 euro catalog.
D183418 - 1858 10 gr. brownish pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 10, 375 euro catalog.
D183419 - 1858 10 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 11, for 750 euro catalog.
D183420 - 1859 20 gr. carmine, used false at the time, signed Diena + Cardillo, Sass. F12, for 400 euro catalog.
D183421 - 1858 Strip 4 of 1 gr. light pink, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 3, 380 euro catalog.
D183422 - 1858 1 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 4, for 80 euro catalog.
D183423 - 1858 1 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 4, for 80 euro catalog.
D183424 - 1858 1 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 4, for 80 euro catalog.
D183425 - 1858 2 gr. light pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 6, for 100 euro catalog.
D183426 - 1858 2 gr. lillaceo pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 6a, for 400 euro catalog.
d183427 - 1858 2 gr. lillaceo pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 6a, for 400 euro catalog.
D183428 - 1858 2 gr. red brick, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 6c, for 250 euro catalog.
D183429 - 1858 2 gr. brownish pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7, for 30 euro catalog.
D183430 - 1858 2 gr. carmine pink, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7c, for 35 euro catalog.
D183431 - 1858 2 gr. dull carmine, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7f, for 160 euro catalog.
D183432 - 1858 5 gr. brownish pink, used, double etching, signed Cardillo, Sass. 8e, for 165 euro catalog.
D183433 - 1858 5 gr. brownish pink, used, double etching, signed Cardillo, Sass. 8e, for 165 euro catalog.
D183434 - 1858 5 gr. brownish pink, used, double etching, signed Cardillo, Sass. 8e, for 165 euro catalog.
D183435 - 1858 5 gr. brownish pink, used, double etching, signed Diena, Sass. 8e, for 165 euro catalog.
d183436 - 1858 2 gr. brownish pink, used, signed Raybaudi, Sass. 6b, for 100 euro catalog.
D183437 - 1858 1/2 grams. brownish pink, used on piece, signed Raybaudi, Sass. 1b, for 600 euro catalog.
D183438 - 1858 1/2 grams. bright carmine, used, signed Sorani, Sass. Second, to 1,100 euro catalog.
D183439 - 1858 2 gr. dull carmine, used, signed Raybaudi, Sass. 7f, for 160 euro catalog.
D183440 - 1859 2 gr. violet, used false at the time, signed Sorani, Sass. F2b, for 400 euro catalog.
D183441 - 185910 gr. lillaceo carmine, used false at the time, signed Raybaudi, Sass. F7, for 400 euro catalog.
D183442 - 1859 20 gr. carmine, used false at the time, signed Sorani, Sass. F9, for 400 euro catalog.
D183443 - 1859 20 gr. carmine, used false at the time, signed Sorani, Sass. F12, for 400 euro catalog.
D183444 - 1859 20 gr. carmine, used false at the time, signed Raybaudi, Sass. F12, for 400 euro catalog.
D183445 - 1858 1/2 grams. light pink, used, Avi certificate, signed Sorani, Sass. 1, for 600 euro catalog.
D183446 - 1858 1/2 grams. lillaceo pink, used, Avi certificate, Sass. First, for 800 euro catalog.
D183447 - 1858 5 gr couple. bright carmine, used, Avi certificate, Sass. 9a, for 700 euro catalog.
D183448 - 1858 10 gr. brownish pink, used, certificate Ferchenbauer, Sass. 10, 375 euro catalog.
D183449 - 1858 2 gr couple. dull carmine, envelope, Raybaudi certificate, Sass. 7f, for 800 euro catalog.
D183450 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. light pink, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5, for 75 euro catalog.
D183451 - 1858 Letter franked with 5 gr. carmine pink, signed Cardillo, Sass. 9, 975 euro catalog.
D183452 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. light pink, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5, for 75 euro catalog.
D183453 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. carmine, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7d, for 125 euro catalog.
D183454 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. brownish pink, signed Sorani, Sass. 7 to 75 euro catalog.
D183455 - 1858 Letter franked with 1 gr. carmine pink + 2 gr. light pink, signed Raybaudi, Sass. 4-5, 275 euro
catalog.
D183456 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. bright carmine, signed Chiavarello, Sass. 5f, for 300 euro catalog.
D183457 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. brownish pink, signed Sorani, Sass. 7 to 75 euro catalog.
D183458 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. carmine pink, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7c to 87.50 euro Catalog.
D183459 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. brownish pink, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7 to 75 euro catalog.
D183460 - 1858 2 gr. carmine, on the title page, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7d, for 60 euro catalog.
D183461 - 1858 2 gr couple. brownish pink on letter, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7, for 150 euro catalog.
D183462 - 1858 Letter franked with 1 gr. carmine + 2 gr. pink lillaceo signed Cardillo, Sass. 4a + 5a, for 450 catalog
value.
D183463 - 1858 1 gr couple. light pink + 5 gr. brownish pink on viaggiata letter, signed Cardillo, Sass. 3 + 3 + 8, 825
EUR catalog.
D183464 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. brownish pink + 5 gr. carmine pink, signed Cardillo, Sass. 7 + 9, for 1,050
euro catalog.
d183465 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. pink lillaceo signed Cardillo, Sass. 5a, for 200 euro catalog.
D183466 - 1858 2 gr couple. pink lillaceo on viaggiata letter, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5a, for 400 euro catalog.
D183467 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. light pink, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5, for 75 euro catalog.
D183468 - 1858 2 gr couple. carmine pink on letter, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5d, for 175 euro catalog.
D183469 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. pink lillaceo signed Cardillo, Sass. 5a, for 200 euro catalog.
D183470 - 1858 Letter franked with 2 gr. light pink, signed Cardillo, Sass. 5, for 75 euro catalog.
D183471 - 1852 6 b. gray, without gum, signed Cardillo + certificate Biondi, Sass. 7a, for 135 euro catalog.
D183472 - 1852 7 b. blue, * new hinged, signed Cardillo + certificate Biondi, Sass. 8, for 4,000 euro catalog.
D183473 - 1852 2 b. olive green, * new hinged, signed Cardillo, Sass. 3, for 800 euro catalog.
D183474 - 1852 1/2 b. violet gray, * new hinged, signed Cardillo, Sass. 1A, for 140 euro catalog.
D183475 - 1852 3 b. chrome yellow, * new hinged, signed Cardillo, Sass. 4A, for 100 euro catalog.
D183476 - 1852 3 b. chrome yellow, * new hinged, signed Cardillo, Sass. 4A, for 100 euro catalog.
D183477 - 1852 Strip 4, 1 baj. greyish green, used on piece, signed Cardillo, Sass. 2, for 72 euro catalog.
D183478 - 1852 6 b. greenish gray, * new hinged, signed Cardillo + Biondi, Sass. 7, for 2,000 euro catalog.
D183479 - 1852 5 b. pinkish white, * new hinged, signed Cardillo, Sass. 6a, for 750 euro catalog.
D183480 - 1852 2 c. yellow green, * new hinged, signed Cardillo, Sass. 13, for 160 euro catalog.
D183481 - 1852 2 c. yellow green, used, signed Cardillo, Sass. 13, for 600 euro catalog.
D183482 - 1868 5 c. greenish blue + 10 c. vermillion orange + 40 c. lemon yellow, used on piece, signed Cardillo,
Sass. 25b + 26 + 29, for 355 euro catalog.
D183483 - 1852 2 b. olive green, * new hinged, signed Cardillo, Sass. 3, for 800 euro catalog.
D183484 - 1867 40 c. yellow, * new hinged, signed Cardillo, Sass. 19, 375 euro catalog.
D183485 - 1852 1 s. carmine pink, used, Caffaz certificate, Sass. 11, for 7,000 euro catalog.
D183489 - 1860 40 c. dull carmine, used, Sass. 21c, signed Cardillo, for 650 euro Catalog
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D183490 - 1860 80 c. bistro flesh, used, Sass. 22a, signed Cardillo, for 2,000 euro Catalog
D183491 - 1851 9 cr. purplish brown on gray, used, Sass. 8, signed Cardillo, for 450 euro catalog.
D183493 - 1857 1 cr. carmine, used, Sass. 12, signed Cardillo, for 1,400 euro catalog.
D183494 - 1860 1 c. violet-brown, used, Sass. 17, signed Cardillo, for 1,500 euro catalog.
D183495 - 1857 1 cr. carmine, used, Sass. 12, signed Cardillo + certificate Biondi, for 1,400 euro catalog.
D183496 - 1852 4 b. yellow, * new hinged, Sass. 5A, signed Cardillo, for 500 euro catalog.
d183497 - 1852 10 c. pink, used, Sass. 9, signed Cardillo, for 600 euro catalog.
D183498 - 1852 15 c. vermilion, used, Sass. 7, signed Cardillo, for 600 euro catalog.
D183499 - 1852 40 c. blue, used, Sass. 5, signed Cardillo + certificate Biondi, for 1,100 euro catalog.
D183500 - 1852 25 c. red-brown, used, Sass. 8, signed Cardillo, for 900 euro catalog.
D183501 - 1860 Letter franked with 20 c. very dark blue + 40 c. carmine, signed Cardillo, Sass.15C + 16Ca, for 2,250
euro catalog.
L183162 - Bel lot Papal States, with stamps in mixed conditions, among which is a beautiful specimen of 50 bajocchi,
used 4 margins, for 3,250 euro, certificate Hunziker. Present some reprinted, in homage.
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PRICE

D182849 - 1861 Effigy of Vittorio Emanuele II, cpl set, * new hinged, Sass. 1-5, for 360 euro catalog.

72 €

D183488 - 1862 40 c. carmine red, again without rubber, Sass. 3, for 90 euro catalog.
L183093 - Collection Italy Kingdom, on pages stockbook, with stamps mostly used. Look at the pictures!
L183127 - Collection of Italian Kingdom and Colonies, between 1863 and 1942, on 2 Bolaffi albums, one of which is
empty, with new and used stamps * / **, even in complete sets. There are also some stamps. Highest total value of
the catalog. Look at the pictures.
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D183487 - 1951 Envelope with Gymnastic sets, cpl, used, Sass. 661-663 certified Biondi, for 3,000 euro catalog.
L183094 - Collection Italy Republic, on pages stockbook, with stamps mostly used. Look at the pictures!
L183284 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 1957-1966, on loose blocks, with new stamps ** in complete sets. Look
at the pictures.
L183285 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 1967/1971, possibly complete, Euralbo on loose blocks, with new
stamps ** and twenty FDC
L183286 - the Italy Republic Collection, 1976 and 1977, on loose blocks Euralbo, with new stamps ** and over 60
pieces including FDC, postal stockcards and various integers. Look at the pictures.
L183287 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 1978/1979, of Euralbo blocks, with new stamps ** and thirty between
FDC and package memory. Gurada photos.
L183288 - Collection of Italy Republic, in 1980, of Euralbo blocks, with new stamps and over 35 pieces including FDC
and souvenir blocks. Look at the pictures.
L183289 - Collection of Italy Republic, 1981 and 1982, on loose blocks Euralbo, with new stamps ** and forty pieces
of postal and package memory. Look at the pictures.
L183290 - the Italy Republic Collection, 1983, on Euralbo loose blocks, with new stamps ** and over 35 pieces of
postal and package memory. Look at the pictures.
L183291 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 1984/1985, Euralbo on loose blocks, with new stamps **, and forty
pieces of postal and package memory. Look at the pictures.
L183292 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 1986/1989, on loose blocks Euralbo with miniature blocks, postcards
and new stamps ** and over 40 pieces of postal and package memory. Look at the pictures.
L183293 - Collection of Italy Republic, 1990 and 1991, of binder with Euralbo blocks, with new stamps ** and over 10
postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183294 - Collection of Italy Republic, the year 1992 with stamps and souvenir blocks, also the joint emissions, new
**. Noted day stamp on plain stockcard for Euro 100 catalog. Look at the pictures.
L183295 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 1993/1995, Custom binder with miniature blocks, souvenir blocks,
souvenir blocks and stamps, also joint EMISSIONS, new **. Look at the pictures.
L183296 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 1996/1998, Custom album with miniature blocks, postcards and stamps,
also of joint Topical, new ** and over 65 pieces including FDC and postcards. Look at the pictures.
L183297 - Collection of Italy Republic, the year 1999 Custom binder with postcards, miniature blocks and stamps,
also of joint Topical, new **. Look at the pictures.
L183298 - Collection of Italy Republic, 2000, on loose blocks, postcards, miniature blocks and stamps, also of joint
Topical, new ** and more than 40 pieces, including maximum stockcards and FDC View photos.
L183299 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 2001/2002, Custom album with miniature blocks, postcards and stamps,
also of joint Topical, new ** and more than 40 pieces, including envelopes and whole. Look at the pictures
L183300 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 2003/2005, Custom album with stamps and souvenir blocks, also joint
emissions, new ** and more than 35 pieces, including envelopes and postcards. Look at the pictures.
L183301 - Collection of Italy Republic, years 2006/2008, Custom album with miniature blocks, stamps and souvenir
blocks, new ** and more than 25 pieces, including envelopes, and postcards whole. Look at the pictures.
L183302 - Collection of Italy Republic, in 2009, of custom album with miniature blocks, leaflets and new stamps **
and more than 80 pieces, including postcards and postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183303 - Collection of Italy Republic, in 2010, of custom album with miniature blocks, stamps and souvenir blocks,
new **, as well as 90 pieces, including postcards and integers. Look at the pictures.
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L183304 - Collection of Italy Republic, year 2011, with miniature blocks, stamps and souvenir blocks, new **, as well
as 110 pieces, including postcards and postal stationery.
L183305 - Collection of Italy Republic, the year 2012, with miniature blocks, stamps and souvenir blocks, new **,
more than 100 pieces, including postcards and postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183306 - Collection of Italy Republic, year 2013, Custom album with miniature blocks, leaflets and new ** stamps
and more than 90 pieces, including postcards and postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183307 - Collection of Italy Republic, the year 2014, of custom album with miniature blocks, leaflets and new
stamps ** and more than 95 pieces, including postcards and integers. Look at the pictures.
L183308 - Collection of Italy Republic, the year 2015, of custom album with miniature blocks, leaflets and new
stamps ** and over 95 pieces including postcards and postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183309 - Collection of Italy Republic, the year 2016, on personal album, with new stamps **. Look at the pictures!
L183310 - Collection Italy Republic, between the years 1960 and 1980, on stockbook, with new stamps **, with large
ripezioni and some stamps of Italy Kingdom. Look at the pictures.
L183311 - Collection Italy Republic, years 1982-2009, on stockbook with stamps, souvenir blocks, new ** leaflets and
postcards with first-day cancellation, with extensive repetitions. Atissimo face value! Look at the pictures
L183312 - Collection of Italy Republic, between 2010 and 2016, on stockbook with miniature blocks, leaflets and new
** stamps. High face value!
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L183323 - Collection of S. Marino, between 1942 and 1968 on personalized album with stamps and some new blocks
**. Present some FDC View photos.
L183324 - Collection of S. Marino, between 1969 and 1976, on loose blocks, with new stamps ** and various
envelopes. Look at the pictures.
L183325 - Collection of S. Marino, between 1982 and 1986, on loose blocks, with blocks, new ** stamps and FDC
and postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183326 - Collection of S. Marino, between 1987 and 1993 on personalized album, with postcards, leaflets, new **
stamps and FDC and postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183327 - Collection of S. Marino, between 1994 and 1999 on personalized album, with postcards, leaflets and
stamps, also of joint Topical, new **. Present also FDC and postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183328 - Collection of S. Marino, between 2000 and 2004 on personalized album with blocks and new ** stamps.
There are also some FDC View photos.
L183329 - Collection of S. Marino, between 2005 and 2009 on personalized album with miniature blocks, leaflets,
stamps, even joint emissions, all new ** and some envelopes and postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183330 - Collection of S. Marino, years 2015 and 2016 on personalized album with blocks, all new stamps ** and
some FDC View photos.
L183331 - Grosso S. Marino accumulation, between the years 1967 and 2004, at the stockbook, with postcards,
leaflets and stamps, all new **. High face value and the catalog! Look at the pictures.
L183516 - Collection San Marino, on 2 albums, from 1953 onwards, with stamps and souvenir blocks new ** never
hinged and Postal History. Look at the pictures!
L183517 - Accumulation San Marino, with blocks, pieces of stockcard, miniature blocks and FDC, mainly 90s and
2000. View photos!

120 €
20 €
50 €
70 €
100 €
120 €
300 €
60 €
890 €
50 €
15 €

Europe > Scandinavia
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Sweden and
Norway
Finland
Sweden
Aland

DESCRIPTION
L183220 - Collection of Sweden and Norway, between 1856 and 2012, on stockbook with stamps and souvenir
blocks, used and new, View Photos.
L183231 - Collection of Finland, between 1875 and 2000, on stockbook with stamps and souvenir blocks, used and
new. Look at the pictures
L183520 - Collection Sweden, on loose blocks on stockbook, with leaflets, postcards and new stamps ** never
hinged, even in sets cpl, all carefully classified by a talented collector. Look at the pictures!
L183522 - Collection Aland, of binder with FDC the years 80/90. Look at the pictures!

PRICE
240 €
130 €
50 €
25 €

Europe > Switzerland
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland and
the UN
Europe, UN

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L181500 - Collection Switzerland, from 1982 to 2007, about 15 pages stockbook, with values all used, with different
sets cpl. Look at the pictures!
L182430 - Collection of Switzerland, including emissions to the UN, between 1854 and 1979, Album of Muller, with
leaflets and used stamps, even in complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog.
L182432 - Collection of Switzerland, themed Pro Juventute and Pro Patria, between 1922 and 1963, on stockbook,
with new stamps * / ** even in complete sets, with repetitions.
L182433 - Collection of Switzerland, including the UN emissions between 1980 and 1992, on albums Muller, with
leaflets and used stamps, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182435 - UN Collection, Geneva Office, between 1969 and 1992, on loose blocks, with new stamps **, almost all in
complete sets and some FDC, Liechtenstein and repeated sets of Switzerland. Look at the pictures

20 €
420 €
20 €
40 €
30 €

Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland,
Liechtenstein
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
accumulation
Switzerland
Switzerland
postcards
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland

L182763 - Lot Switzerland, 1960, with blocks, new stamps ** and used, with extensive repetitions. Look at the
pictures.
L183097 - Collection Switzerland, on stockbook with used stamps. Look at the pictures!
L183098 - Collection Switzerland, on pages stockbook, with stamps mostly used. Look at the pictures!
L183126 - Collection of Switzerland, between 1954 and 1952, two stockbooks, with stamps used predominantly. High
value of the total catalog. Look at the pictures.
L183164 - Superb collection of advanced Switzerland, between 1854 and 1962, of Lighthouse album, with slips of
stockcard and stamps, used and new * / **, even in complete sets, including PAX, new **. Noted valid pieces of the
classical period. Look at the pictures
L183165 - Collection of Switzerland, between 1878 and 1970, on albums with Leutturm postage, various services
and office stamps of the United Nations in Geneva, used and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183166 - Lot of Switzerland, between the late 1880s and 1940s, of binder, with new and used stamps, with
repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L183167 - Collection of Switzerland, between 1918 and 1966, of binder with blocks and stamps, used and new, with
repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L183168 - Collection of Switzerland, between 1918 and 1962, on stockbook with stamps, used and new, even in
complete sets, with repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L183169 - Lot of Switzerland, between 1950 and 1960, with over 25 traveling bags, bearing also special
cancellations, of binder. Look at the pictures.
L183170 - Lot of Switzerland, between the years 1872 and 1960, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, airmail,
even with repetitions and some envelopes traveling. Look at the pictures.
L183175 - Collection of Switzerland, 1960, of the collector, with used stamps, even in complete sets, with repetitions.
Look at the pictures.
L183176 - Collection of Switzerland, between the years 1940 and 1960, with leaflets, also repeated, and new and
used stamps, even in complete sets. Noted two layers of 1943, with first-day cancellation, one of which is special for
Euro 180. View photos.
L183177 - Lot of more than 75 envelopes traveling in Switzerland between 1950 and 1960, of binder. Look at the
pictures
L183178 - Lot of more than 75 pieces, including envelopes traveling and first day covers, Switzerland, 1960, of
binder. Look at the pictures.
L183179 - Lot of more than 65 pieces, including first day covers and envelopes travel, Switzerland, 1960, of binder.
Look at the pictures.
L183180 - Lot of more than 65 pieces, including envelopes traveling and first day covers, 1960, of binder. Look at the
pictures.
L183181 - Lot of over 75 bags, including traveling bags, first day covers and postal stationery of Switzerland, 1960, of
binder. Look at the pictures.
L183182 - Lot of more than 45 pieces, including envelopes, envelopes traveling and FDC, Switzerland, years
1950/1960, of binder.
L183187 - Collection of Switzerland and Liechtenstein, between 1854 and 1950. of old albums, with used stamps and
new *. Look at the pictures.
L183188 - Collection of Switzerland, between 1945 and 1968, of Lighthouse album, with slips of stockcard and
stamps, used and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures
L183189 - Collection of Switzerland, between 1970 and 1990, of Lighthouse album, with leaflets and used stamps,
even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183190 - Collection of Switzerland, between 1990 and 2003, of Lighthouse album, with leaflets and used stamps,
even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183191 - Postal History Collection of Switzerland, with more than 350 envelopes, still stamped with the same stamp
end 1800.Guarda photos.
L183192 - Postal History Collection Switzerland, estimated at over 400 traveling bags and stamped with the same
stamp, the 30 View photos.
L183193 - Postal History Collection of Switzerland, between the late 1800s and the 1930s, with envelopes traveling.
Look at the pictures
L183196 - Box of Military Post Switzerland, 1940, with envelopes, postcards and used stamps and Catalog
1939/1940 years.
L183202 - Box with accumulation of Switzerland, between 1882 and 1971, with more than 90 blocks and envelopes
and stamps used and new * / **, placed in sachets, also in complete sets. Among the new noticed Lunaba the 1951
leaflet for Euro 280, while among the used noticed Pax sets of 1945, not complete (missing only a low value) for more
than 400 Euro.
L183218 - Collection of Switzerland, including the Champion emissions between the years 1930 and 1960, on
stockbook with stamps and souvenir blocks, used and new, even in complete sets, with repetitions. Look at the
pictures.
L183335 - Collection Switzerland, with over 250 pieces including: postcards, Maximum stockcards and stockcards
remember. Look at the pictures.
L183336 - Collection of Switzerland, between 1939 and 1963 on personalized binder with blocks and stamps, all new
** and in complete sets. Look at the pictures
L183337 - Lot of Switzerland, between 1980 and 2012, with used and new stamps, FDC and postcards Maximum.
Noticed Lace block of St. Gallen is again that of FDC ** Euro 750. View photos.
L183338 - Lot of Switzerland between 1947 and 2000, with Pizzo block of St. Gallen for 350 and some stamps. Look
at the pictures.
L183343 - Collection Switzerland, on 2 albums, with interesting pieces of postal history. Look at the pictures!
L183347 - Collection Switzerland, on albums with stamps used and new * / **. Look at the pictures!
L183513 - Collection Switzerland, on stockbook with used stamps, even in sets cpl, from the first 900. View Photos!
L183519 - Collection Switzerland, on small postcard, with new stamps ** never hinged, in excellent condition. Look at
the pictures!

Europe > United Kingdom

35 €
30 €
60 €
390 €
1340 €
240 €
160 €
240 €
55 €
20 €
40 €
20 €
160 €
60 €
20 €
20 €
30 €
30 €
20 €
50 €
40 €
50 €
90 €
90 €
60 €
30 €
50 €
390 €

150 €
50 €
110 €
160 €
70 €
25 €
30 €
25 €
20 €

COUNTRY /
TYPE
England postal
history
England postal
history
England postal
history
England postal
history
England postal
history

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L182461 - Incredible collection of British Postal History, of collector, with many classic pieces, beautiful postage,
many of which are of direct envelopes abroad for several thousand Euros of total value! Noticed a Mulready
Envelope, multiple envelopes, stamped with the green shilling is cut in an octagon, is not cut, a beautiful envelope
direct quadricolore he United States. Together unrepeatable!
L182462 - Beautiful collection of British Postal History, of collector, with many classic pieces, mainly directed inwardly
and stamped with two red penny.
L182463 - Beautiful collection of British Postal History, of collector, with many classic pieces, beautiful postage, many
of which are of direct envelopes abroad for several thousand Euros of total value!
L182464 - Beautiful collection of British Postal History, of collector, with many classic pieces, beautiful postage, many
of which are of direct envelopes abroad for several thousand Euros of total value!
L182465 - Incredible collection of British Postal History, of collector, with many classic pieces, beautiful postage,
many of which are of direct envelopes abroad for several thousand Euros of total value! Note well 8 stamped letters
with black penny, even well margined and shipped in the first months of use of 1840, three letters stamped with the
blue penny, number 2, about 50 beautiful vintage postcards, 9 prefilateliche and many other pieces of value.
Together unrepeatable!

2900 €

420 €
1000 €
540 €
2700 €

Europe > Vatican
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican
Vatican

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

d183486 - 1858 Dome of St. Peter's Basilica, 500 l. green, new ** never hinged, rare notching 14x14 and 1/4, Caffaz
certificate, Sass. 33 / I, for 6,000 euro catalog.
L183163 - Advanced Vatican Collection, between 1929 and 1964, with leaflets and used stamps, mostly in complete
sets, on Shaubek Vintage album. Noted sets Gardens and medallions, full of Euro 190 and even sets cpl used the
Holy Year, Legal Congress, Catholic Press, Christian Archeology. Look at the pictures.
L183183 - Lot of the Vatican, between 1929 and 1975, of the collector, with stamps, used and new **, even in
complete sets and some first day covers. Look at the pictures.
L183184 - Collection of the Vatican, between the years 1975 and 1983 on stockbook with stamps and souvenir
blocks, used and new **, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183314 - Collection of the Vatican, between the years 1984 and 1991 on personalized album with blocks, stamps in
complete sets, new ** and olttre 80 pieces including postcards and postal stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183315 - Collection of the Vatican, between 1992 and 1995 on personalized album with miniature blocks, leaflets
and new ** stamps in complete sets and more than 45 pieces, including postcards and postal stationery. Look at the
pictures.
L183316 - Vatican Collection, years 1996/1999, Custom album with stamps and souvenir blocks, also joint Topical,
new ** in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183317 - Collection of the Vatican, between the years 2000 and 2002 on personalized album, with postcards,
leaflets, Envelope and stamps, also joint Topical, new ** and more than 55 pieces, including postcards and postal
stationery. Look at the pictures.
L183318 - Collection of the Vatican between 2003 and 2008 on personalized album, with postcards, leaflets and
stamps, also of joint Topical, new **. Also present more than 65 pieces, including postcards and integers. Look at the
pictures.
L183319 - Collection of the Vatican, between 2009 and 2012 on personalized album, with postcards, miniature
blocks, souvenir blocks and stamps, also of joint Topical, new **. Look at the pictures.
L183320 - Collection of the Vatican, between 1939 and 1971 on personalized album with blocks and new ** stamps.
There are also some FDC View photos.
L183322 - Large collection of the Vatican, between 1967 and 2002, on stockbook, with postcards, leaflets and
stamps, all new ** with repetitions. Look at the pictures

1200 €
370 €
80 €
40 €
40 €
40 €
60 €
50 €
140 €
155 €
110 €
690 €

Europe > Other Europe
COUNTRY /
TYPE
MK Europa
UN FDC
liechtenstein
UN Vienna
liechtenstein
FDC CEPT
Europe CEPT
Europe CEPT
Europe CEPT
FDC

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L182265 - Lot of over 220 Maximum stockcards, European, mostly Portuguese and Norwegian, of binder. Look at the
pictures.
L182434 - Collection of UN Office in Geneva, between 1974 and 1992, four binders with over 465 FDC. Look at the
pictures
L182438 - Collection of Liechtenstein, between 1920 and 1992, on albums Muller, with new blocks and * / ** stamps,
even in complete sets. High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L182452 - Collection Vienna UN, on Kabe album, with stamps and souvenir blocks mostly new ** until 2000.
L182673 - Collection of Liechtenstein, between the years 1959 and 2000, of Lighthouse album, with blocks and new
** stamps, even in complete sets. Present occasional stamp used or leaflet. High total catalog value. Look at the
pictures.
L182678 - Lot of Buston first day, themed Europa-Cept, between 1962 and 1990, of binder. Look at the pictures.
L182680 - Collection of page Europe - Cept, such as NATO, Council of Europe and the like, between the years 1960
and 1995, of the collector, with miniature blocks, leaflets, postcards and stamps, all new ** and in complete sets.
Noted: emission Born in Portugal in 1952 to Euro 450. Highest total value of the catalog
L182683 - Collection of Europe - Cept, between 1973 and 1980, on album Safe, with miniature blocks, stamps and
souvenir blocks, all new ** and in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L182696 - Collection of first ONE DAY envelopes, topical Europe - Cept, between 1956 and 1966, of the collector,
with interesting pieces of raw emissions. Look at the pictures.

50 €
60 €
180 €
70 €
130 €
70 €
380 €
160 €
110 €

Europe CEPT
FDC
Europe CEPT
FDC
Europe CEPT
FDC
Europe CEPT
FDC
Europe CEPT
FDC
Europe CEPT
UN New York
and Geneva
Europe World
liechtenstein
liechtenstein
Cyprus
Europe
liechtenstein
liechtenstein
liechtenstein
Turkey and
Turkish Cyprus
MK and FDC
Liechtenstein
Europe and
European
colonies
Denmark
UN
Europe
Fiume, Slovenia
Iceland
Malta
Covers
Covers
Europe
Turkey
Europe
Europe
Postmark
liechtenstein
Europe

L182697 - Collection of FDC CEPT Europe, between 1966 and 1973, of the collector, with more than 145 first-day
covers. Look at the pictures.
L182698 - Lot of FDC CEPT Europe, between 1973 and 1979, with over 135 of Buston envelopes and first day of
binder. Look at the pictures.
L182699 - Collection of envelopes and Buston topical Europe - Cept, between 1973 and 1983, of binder. Look at the
pictures.
L182700 - Lot of envelopes and Buston first day, between 1983 and 1987, topical Europe - Cept, of binder. Look at
the pictures.
L182701 - Lot of over 120 envelopes and Buston first day, topical Europe - Cept, between 1988 and 1990, of binder.
Look at the pictures.
L182761 - themed collection Europe - Cept, years 1960/1961, of binder, with stamps and miniature blocks, new ** in
blocks or pieces of stockcard, in complete sets. Complesivo High catalog value.
L182762 - Collection of the United Nations, New York and Geneva Office, between 1951 and 1960, on stockbook
with stamps and souvenir blocks, new ** even in complete and in blocks of four. Look at the pictures.
L182771 - Beautiful lot Europe World, of binder with blocks, history postae, FDC, even valuable pieces, such as DDR
1950 leaflet repeated 6 times, blocks Romania in 1985 and the stockcard number 1 of the UN New York on FDC. So
much more! Look at the pictures.
L182817 - Incredible lot Liechtenstein, with only pieces of value, mostly in complete sets, new and used * / **, for
several thousand of total value euro. Look at the pictures!
L182818 - Beautiful liechtenstein collection on stockbook, 1921-1975, mainly with new stamps ** never hinged, in
complete sets and of the highest total value. Look at the pictures!
L183078 - Cyprus Collection, with new stamps ** never hinged, on loose blocks of binder. Look at the pictures!
L183171 - European Collection of stamps, mainly Switzerland, between the late 1800s and 1960s, on stockbook with
used stamps, even with repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L183172 - Collection of Liechtenstein, between 1912 and 1960, of Lighthouse album, with slips of stockcard and
stamps, used and new * / **, even in complete sets. Among the sets of value, noticed the air of 1934/36 with
Zeppelin, complete new Euro 350. ** View photos.
L183173 - Lot of more than 30 pieces, including envelopes traveling and first day covers, 1960, of Liechtenstein, of
binder. Look at the pictures.
L183174 - Collection of Liechtenstein, between 1912 and 1967, on stockbook with stamps and souvenir blocks, used
and new, even in complete sets, with repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L183186 - Collection of Turkey and Turkish Cyprus, between 1950 and 1960, with new stamps **, even in complete
sets. Look at the pictures.
L183198 - Liechtenstein Lot with more than 130 pieces, including postcards and FDC Maximum, 1970-1980, of
binder. Look at the pictures.
L183203 - Collection of Europe and the colonies, of gigantic vintage albums, personalized, with used stamps, even in
complete sets, see photos.
L183210 - Collection of Denmark, Faeroes and Greenland, between 1858 and 2000, on stockbook, with leaflets and
used stamps and new, even in complete sets with repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L183211 - Collection of the United Nations Office in Geneva and New York, with miniature blocks, souvenir blocks
and stamps, used and new **, with extensive repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L183213 - Collection of Europe with Liechtenstein, San Marino, Monaco and Andorra, on stockbook with stamps and
souvenir blocks, used and new, even in complete sets, with repetitions. Look at the pictures.
L183217 - Collection of Rijeka and Slovenia, years 1919/1920, and German occupation of Ljubljana, on stockbook
with used stamps and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183221 - Beautiful collection of Iceland, between 1873 and 2012, on stockbook with stamps and souvenir blocks,
used and new. Look at the pictures.
L183224 - Collection of Malta, between 1860 and 2007, on stockbook with stamps and souvenir blocks, used and
new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183228 - Postal History Lot with more than 185 pieces, including travel bags, FDC, postal stationery-traveled and
not traveled, from many European countries. Look at the pictures
L183230 - Lot of European postal history, with several dozen pieces. Look at the pictures
L183232 - Collection of Europe with Ireland, Luxembourg, Belgium, Isle of Man, Jersey and Guernsey, on stockbook,
with leaflets and used stamps and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183236 - Collection of Turkey, between 1865 and 2013, on stockbook with stamps and souvenir blocks, used and
new. Look at the pictures.
L183332 - Collection of Europe: the Netherlands, France, the Azores and Madeira, on loose blocks, with blocks and
new ** stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183346 - Collection Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg and Malta, on albums, mainly with new stamps **
never hinged, in poor condition. Look at the pictures!
L183357 - Collection of postal history from different countries. Look at the pictures!
L183514 - Collection Liechtenstein on Shaubek album, with used stamps and new ** never hinged, many sets cpl
and value. Look at the pictures!
L183518 - Small European area of accumulation on stockbook, with new stamps * / ** hinged and used. Look at the
pictures!

60 €
80 €
70 €
70 €
60 €
170 €
110 €
300 €
1040 €
740 €
65 €
30 €
360 €
15 €
240 €
15 €
40 €
390 €
300 €
30 €
200 €
150 €
520 €
30 €
60 €
30 €
190 €
100 €
50 €
25 €
5€
90 €
10 €

Africa
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Somalia
Africa
algeria
Cameroon

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

D182916 - 1960 Independence, cpl set, new ** never hinged, Michel 1-3, for 110 eur of catalog.
L182176 - Beautiful collection Africa, of coarse stockbook with used stamps and new **, even in sets cpl. Many used
the classical period and many theme. High catalog value! Look at the pictures.
L182819 - Beautiful collection of French colonies: Algeria, on pages stockbook, with new stamps **, in complete sets
and of excellent quality.
L182820 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies Cameroon, on pages stockbook, with new stamps *, in complete

33 €
220 €
180 €
460 €

French
Equatorial
Africa
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
French Guinea
High Senegal
and Niger
Madagascar
Morocco
mauritania
Oubangui
Senegal
French Somalia
Sudan French
tunisia
Egypt, Libya
Africa
Africa

sets and of excellent quality.
L182821 - Beautiful collection of French colonies: French Equatorial Africa, on pages stockbook, with new stamps *,
in complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182822 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: Congo, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in complete
sets and of excellent quality.
L182824 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: Dahomey, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182825 - Beautiful collection of French colonies: Gabon, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in complete
sets and of excellent quality.
L182827 - Beautiful collection of French colonies: French Guinea, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182828 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: High Senegal and Niger, on pages stockbook, with new stamps *,
in complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182833 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: Madagascar, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182834 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: Morocco, on pages stockbook, mainly with new stamps **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182836 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: Mauritania, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182840 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: Oubangui, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182841 - Beautiful collection of French colonies: Senegal, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in complete
sets and of excellent quality.
L182842 - Beautiful collection of French colonies: French Somalia, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182843 - Beautiful collection of French colonies: French Sudan, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182846 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: Tunisia, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in complete
sets and of excellent quality.
L183239 - Collection of Egypt, Palestine and Libya, between the years 1920 and 2006, On stockbook, with stamps
and souvenir blocks, used and new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183240 - Collection of Africa with countries as diverse as Ethiopia, Morocco, Tunisia and the French African
colonies and English, on stockbook with used stamps and new. Look at the fotro.
L183241 - Collection of different African countries such as Kenya, Tanzania, Tanganyika, Zambia and several others,
on stockbook with used stamps. Look at the pictures

70 €
305 €
340 €
560 €
245 €
100 €
540 €
300 €
170 €
110 €
240 €
290 €
160 €
335 €
220 €
80 €
240 €

Americas
COUNTRY /
TYPE
USA
Martinique
USA
Cuba
Brazil
Covers USA
Central
America
South America
Antilles
Argentine
USA postal
history
USA postal
history
USA postal
history
USA postal
history
Venezuela

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L182475 - Beautiful lot United States, on 3 stockcards with stamps almost all new ** never hinged, overall in very
good condition for a very high catalog value! Look at the pictures.
L182835 - Beautiful collection of French colonies of Martinique, on pages stockbook, with new stamps * / **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L183199 - Two new leaflets ** USA 1994, with celebrities of the Far West, with and without the Bill Pickett error. Look
at the pictures
L183225 - Collection of Cuba, between 1855 and 1972, of vintage albums, with used and new stamps *, even in
complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183226 - Collection of Brazil, between 1987 and 2000, on the album, with leaflets and used stamps, even in
complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183227 - Lot of US postal history, of the collector, traveling with envelopes and first day covers. Look at the pictures
L183242 - Collection of Central America, with different countries, on stockbook with francobollli used. Look at the
pictures
L183243 - Collection of South America with countries as diverse as Colombia, Paraguay, Brazil, and others on
stockbook with stamps and souvenir blocks, used and new. Look at the pictures
L183244 - Collection of the Antilles with Haiti, Cuba, Netherlands Antilles, Jamaica and others, on stockbook with
used stamps and new. Look at the pictures.
L183245 - Collection of Argentina, between 1858 and 2000, on stockbook with used stamps and new. Look at the
pictures.
L183349 - US postal history collection, mainly envelopes with special cancellations of US Navy ships. Look at the
pictures!
L183350 - US postal history collection, mainly envelopes with special cancellations of US Navy ships. Look at the
pictures!
L183351 - US postal history collection, mainly envelopes with special cancellations of US Navy ships. Look at the
pictures!
L183352 - US postal history collection, mainly envelopes with special cancellations of US Navy ships. Look at the
pictures!
L183353 - Collection Venezuela, on Borek album, with new and used stamps. Look at the pictures!

980 €
100 €
80 €
250 €
200 €
10 €
80 €
130 €
100 €
60 €
20 €
20 €
35 €
35 €
40 €

Asia and Oceania
COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

India
Indochina,
Canton and
Koung-Tcheou
Lebanon
New Caledonia
and Oceania
South Korea
Malaysia British
Korea
Central Asia
Ceylon
Mongolia
Hong Kong
Nepal
Indonesia
Cambodia,
Vietnam
Philippines
Malaysia and
Singapore
United Malays
Straits
Settlements
and more
Syria
Israel
Asia
Asia
Oceania and
Asia
Asia
South Korea
Olympics

L182775 - India Beautiful collection on stockbook, with stamps in blocks of four, cpl set, new ** never hinged, 40 + 50
years to a very high total catalog value. Look at the pictures!
L182830 - Beautiful collection of French colonies: Indochina, Canton and Koung-Tcheou, on pages stockbook, with
new stamps * / **, in complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182832 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: Lebanon, on pages stockbook, mainly with new stamps **, in
complete sets and of excellent quality.
L182839 - Beautiful collection of French Colonies: New Caledonia and Oceania, on pages stockbook, with new
stamps * / **, in complete sets and of excellent quality.
L183072 - Collection South Korea, with all new stamps ** never hinged in sets cpl, on loose blocks of binder. Look at
the pictures!
L183139 - Collection of Malay States with Brunei, North Borneo and Sarawak, Custom album, with leaflets and used
stamps and new, even in complete sets. High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L183140 - Korean Collection: Empire, Kingdom, South Korea and North Korea, between 1884 and 1960, with used
and new stamps *, even in complete sets. High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L183141 - Collection of Central Asia with Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Batum, Custom albums,
with used and new stamps *, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183142 - Collection of Ceylon, between 1884 and 1960 on personalized album with blocks and stamps, used and
new * / **, even in complete sets. High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L183143 - Collection of Mongolia, Manchuria and Tuva, Custom albums, with used and new stamps *, even in
complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183144 - Collection of Hong Kong between 1862 and 1968 on personalized albums, with used stamps and new * /
**, even in complete sets. High value of the total catalog. Look at the pictures.
L183145 - Collection of Nepal, between 1881 and 1960 on personalized albums, with used stamps and new *. High
total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L183146 - Collection of Indonesia, between 1948 and 1958 on personalized album with blocks and stamps, used and
new * / **, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183147 - Collection of Cambodia, North Vietnam and South, Custom albums, with used stamps. Look at the
pictures.
L183148 - Collection of the Philippines, between 1863 and 1970 on personalized album with blocks and stamps,
used and new * / **, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183149 - Collection of Malaysia, the Malay States and Singapore, between 1882 and 1979 on personalized album
with blocks and stamps, used and new * / **, even in complete sets. Noted fogliettto Singapore for its 150 years, new
** Euro 700. Highest total value of the catalog, View Photos.
L183150 - Collection of Malay States with: Johore, Kelantan, Malacca, Negeri Sembilan, Pahang and Penang,
between 1884 and 1979 on personalized albums, with used stamps and new * / **, even in complete sets. High total
catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L183151 - Collection of Labuan, Maldives and Straits Settlement, between 1879 and 1967 on personalized album
with blocks and stamps, used and new * / ** Also in complete sets. Highest total value of the catalog. Look at the
pictures.
L183237 - Collection of Syria, years 1920/1995, of binder, with new and used stamps, even in complete sets. Look at
the pictures.
L183238 - Collection of Israel, between 1948 and 2008, on stockbook with stamps and souvenir blocks, used and
new, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
L183246 - Collection of Asia with India, Nepal, Pakistan, Bhutan, and others on stockbook with stamps and souvenir
blocks, used and new. Look at the pictures.
L183247 - Collection of Asia: Japan, Korea, People's Republic of China, Hong Kong, Tuva and others, with leaflets
and used and new stamps. Noted. BF n. 13 China People's Euro 500. View photos.
L183248 - Collection of Asia and Oceania: Indonesia, Samoa, Ceylon and other countries, on stockbook with stamps
and souvenir blocks, used and new. Look at the pictures.
L183249 - Collection of Asia: Vietnam, Siam, Burma, Malaysia and other countries, on stockbook with stamps and
souvenir blocks, used and new. Look at the pictures.
L183348 - Collection Locations Olympic extras European: South Korea, two major albums, mostly with FDC. Look at
the pictures!

550 €
1450 €
420 €
170 €
80 €
360 €
300 €
80 €
350 €
110 €
490 €
160 €
80 €
40 €
110 €
820 €
160 €
570 €
30 €
30 €
90 €
460 €
150 €
80 €
25 €

Rest of the world
COUNTRY /
TYPE
Covers
leaflets
leaflets
leaflets
Covers
Covers
World
World
Covers
Accumulation
World

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L182204 - Accumulation of worldwide postal history with so many hundreds of pieces. You can not shoot the whole
lot.
L182205 - Binder with over 100 slips world, predominantly used and new **. Look at the pictures.
L182206 - Wallet with over 55 pages with envelopes, blocks new and used, from around the world. Look at the
pictures.
L182207 - Wallet with over 80 pages, leaflets used and new, from all over the world. Noticed two layers years 1938
Hungary, used, for 100 euros catalog. Look at the pictures.
L182380 - Postmark with many envelopes from different countries of the world, mainly from the GDR and some
pages with stamps used worldwide. Look at the pictures.
L182381 - Lot of Postal History, of coarse stockbook with envelopes from all over the world. Look at the pictures.
L182456 - Nice collection world of big collector, with new and used stamps * / **, from the classical period. Look at
the pictures!
L182459 - Nice collection world of big collector, with new and used stamps * / **, from the classical period. Look at
the pictures!
L182644 - Lot of traveling hundreds of envelopes, years 1950/1960, from all over the world. Look at the pictures
L182661 - Collection of used stamps, three stockbooks, with proveneienti stamps from around the world. Look at the
pictures.
L182663 - Collection of used stamps, with reps from different countries, on stockbook. Look at the pictures.

40 €
480 €
120 €
210 €
25 €
20 €
230 €
180 €
30 €
20 €
20 €

Netherlands
Indies
Colonies
Netherlands
World
UN
World
World
ATM World
ATM World
ATM World
ATM World
World
Covers
World

L182755 - Collection of Dutch East Indies between 1864 and the years 1930/1940, Custom albums, with used
stamps, even in complete sets and some traveling bags, including the first voli.Tra first noticed emissions values for
more than 500 Euro. High overall value of catalogo.Guarda photos.
L182756 - Collection of Colonies Netherlands, between 1873 and 1964, with Papua New Guinea, Suriname and
Curacao, Custom albums, with used stamps and new * / **, even in complete sets. High total catalog value. Look at
the pictures.
L182766 - Collecting World with Canada, India, Pakistan, Cyprus and the Falklands, on stockbook, with new stamps
**, even in complete sets. High total catalog value. Look at the pictures.
L182776 - UN Collection, with postal stationery, FDC and postal history, on albums.
L183059 - Collecting World, with several countries, including the Maldives and Jordan, of the stockbook blocks with
stamps and souvenir blocks and all new ** sets cpl. Look at the pictures!
L183136 - World Collection with various European countries, on stockbook with used stamps. Look at the pictures.
L183156 - Collection of hundreds of automatic stamps ** new or used or envelopes, of Germany Bund, and
worldwide, on albums. Look at the pictures
L183157 - Collection of hundreds of automatic stamps, used, new or envelope, from different European countries and
non European, on albums. Noticed the number 1 in Brazil, again **. Look at the pictures
L183158 - Collection of automatic stamps, new, used, or envelopes FDC, from different European countries and non
European, of Lindner albums. Look at the pictures
L183159 - Collection of hundreds of used automatic stamps, new or envelope, from different countries around the
world. Look at the pictures.
L183185 - Old Schaubek album, with used stamps, even in complete sets, from countries around the world. Look at
the pictures.
L183229 - Lot of postal history, with more than 65 pieces, from all over the world, of binder. Look at the pictures.
L183333 - Collecting World, with different countries, on stockbook, with blocks and new stamps ** and several FDC
View photos

250 €
280 €
330 €
20 €
80 €
15 €
180 €
240 €
250 €
190 €
80 €
40 €
45 €

Topical
COUNTRY /
TYPE
various topics
FDC CEPT
FDC Olympics
Sport
Pope Travel
Planes
Mediterranean
Games

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

L182382 - Lot of different Topical on big collector, with used stamps in reps from around the world. Look at the
pictures
L182679 - page Collection topical Europe - Cept, first-day covers. Noticed no perforated blocks of Hungary and
Romania for over 700 Euro. Look at the pictures.
L183197 - Lot of more than 40 envelopes Olympics in 1960, with special cancellations or FDC, franked with stamps
and souvenir blocks also not perforated, of binder. Look at the pictures.
L183200 - Lot themed sports, including the Olympics, years 1970/1980, with over 110 envelopes and Buston. Look at
the pictures.
L183321 - Pope travels Collection, between 1964/1996, Custom album, with postcards and stamps, also of joint
Topical, new **. Present some FDC View photos.
L183355 - Collection themed aircraft, on loose blocks of Bolaffi album, with new and used stamps. Look at the
pictures!
L183521 - Collection themed Mediterranean Games, on albums with stamps and souvenir blocks mostly new **
never hinged, in cpl set of Libya, Lebanon and Morocco. Look at the pictures!

110 €
90 €
60 €
30 €
35 €
5€
50 €

